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How might we make holiday 
travel a meaningful experience 
for a cash-rich, time-poor 
high achiever so that they feel 
they’ve become a better person 
when they return to their usual 
lives?

this is the brief for the unmet need related to ‘travelling’ i uncovered using the methods outlined in this process book. it is the brief that guided 
the development of ideas (also briefly presented in this book) to address the need of people who crave meaning over consumption of holiday and 
travel services. this book is as much about discussing the methods used in the process of getting to this point of writing the above brief and the 
ideas that this brief generated,  as the brief and the ideas themselves.
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when i first got instructions that this would be an open brief about travelling, and that i can choose the aspect i want to address, i started 
carrying my slr camera and taking photos of any scene that to me evokes the idea of travel. this to me was a sense-making method of probing a 
complex problem space. since i live in uts housing in the city, i walk around, and use public transport a lot. it was natural for me to begin with 
these. i started with the obvious, utilitarian concept of getting from point a to point b. i immediately felt that the interesting problem i want does 
not lie here. what i was most curious about were the people in transit, i often wondered who they were, what they wanted, what made them tick. 

PHOTO ETHNOGRAPHY
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in the studio, we were asked to pick an area of travel & list things that what we love & hate. i chose airtravel and airports. i love e-passport & 
hate hand-filling the landing card everytime. i loved having lots of things to do in airports like changi & hate having not much choice in reno. 
i loved easy connection to public transport in schipol & hated not having this in lax. i love cheap flights with easy jet but hate how the cabin 
luggage bins are always full. i love bag drop & qr code boarding pass in a smart phone app but hate waiting for baggage in the belt. this exercise 
taught me that there’s still gaps out there that can be improved with better design & unintended consequences: some features like cheap base 
airfares but charging extra for everything else leads to some customers pushing the limits of cabin luggage to circumvent the extra fees.    

LOVE & HATE
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i like nh mind mapping. i can do it in the studio or when i’m on the train. the free form nature of it allows ideas & insights to emerge from my mind 
that may not emerge if i were too focused on the problem at hand & the ‘practical’ ways of addressing the problem. i find that nh mind mapping 
works when i focus more on exploring the problem space & not on gunning for a solution. here through this mapping i found an aspect - state of 
mind while in transport - that led to formulating my brief & one of the concepts i had in fulfilling the brief.

NON-HIERARCHICHAL MIND MAPPING
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in this nh mind mapping, i used when, who, why, where & how as jumping points. this yielded an insight that there is, could, or should be a 
reflection step after a holiday trip to integrate the experience (aside from the usual “i need a holiday from my holiday” remark people usually 
make). the why also led me to keep in mind that one of the main reasons people travel for holiday it to take a ‘mind’ break and to explore. these 
two were like seeds planted in my mind that eventually led me to choose conscious travel as the category i wanted to focus on. 

NON-HIERARCHICHAL MIND MAPPING
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iteration. i think i’m beginning to understand its power. by looping back & doing a method again with insights from the previous iteration fed into 
the current one, i get into a much deeper dive into the problem space. in this round of photo ethnography, i got that travel is about getting to 
another place. it need not be a literal physical space. it could be to another state of mind or feeling or physical body state. this is in contrast to 
utilitarian travel like to commuting to work. but even here, i noticed that commuters still get themselves to another state by being on their smart 
phones. contrary to the zen mantra of “be here now”, it seems most people want to be elsewhere. 

PHOTO ETHNOGRAPHY
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affinity mapping with groups in studio gave me the chance to see how other people see the problem space. it also provoked me to ask where i can 
situate my burgeoning conscious travel insight. it was interesting to see how other people’s ideas were in what i would call the utilitarian side of 
the spectrum. this was good. since their ideas were quite different from mine, i was able to cross fertilize & supplement mine by listening intently 
to what they have to say. one key emergent classification that proved useful to me was “non-regular events” which jives well with the insight 
that people want to be take outside the regular humdrum of their daily lives. 

AFFINITY MAPPING
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it was uncanny that when i asked mel via google hangouts the open question ‘what are the best things you like about travel?’ the quote above 
was one of the first things she replied with. i really enjoyed the interview. she spoke of interesting details like hi-tech toilets in japan & a 
tenacious old woman vendor of snacks up & down a mountain in china. in her answers mel emphasized the value of experience & human interaction.  
i felt she could be an avid user of the conscious travel product i was designing. some of her traits & answers in the interview worked their 
way into crafting the persona for this project. you can watch the interview at my youtube channel via this url:   https://youtu.be/fgn_
wpsbnj0?t=59s 

INTERVIEW

I love experiencing different 
cultures & points of view. It’s 
more than seeing monuments 
or going to places. I like to meet 
new people & see different 
points of view.
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de botton’s the art of travel book took me much deeper into this space of conscious travel. the main thesis of the book is that travel is in an 
acitivity made for the mind. it is a psychological journey as much as it involves a physical travel. de botton dissects it in various slices: the 
anticipation of travel, in-transit places, the exotic, curiousity, the country & the city, the sublime, eye opening art, possessing beauty, & habits. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Journeys are the 
midwives of thought. 
Few places are more 
conducive to internal 
conversations than a 
moving plane, ship or 
train. [p 57] 

... the key ingredients 
of happiness could not 
be material or aesthetic, 
but must be stubbornly 
psychological... [p 26] 
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having decided to have my area of focus conscious travel supported by literature review & interview, i had stabs at writing the brief. i found that 
by simply having a go at writing the brief somehow focused my design process. it also made me have a clearer picture of who i wanted my ideal user 
to be. 

DRAFTING THE BRIEF
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by keeping asking ‘why’ in abstraction laddering, first, i was able to understand better why my steph finds normal travel to be monotonous & a 
commodity. it led me to the assertion that it’s because of the profit motive weighing down the creativity of travel companies. second, travellers 
have become disillusioned about ‘tourism’ because many don’t really delve deeply on the real reasons why they travel in the first place & there is 
really no place to learn this deep reflection on travel. these 2 insights led to two of the concepts i came up with to address the brief.

ABSTRACTION LADDERING
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carys williams’ thoughtful travel article in wgsn (02.19.16) provided me with emerging trends in travel i could potentially hang my product 
concepts on. the article refers to conscious travel as a tool for thinking, providing psychological distance & the thrill of something new. it 
lists the various ways these are being manifested as products such as: holistic travel, travel with purpose, accommodatino as destination, design 
as destination, going rogue, going off the grid, & non-summer holidays. 

LITERATURE REVIEW
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it’s time to bring back the voice of the customer in the equation. by doing this i am able to be more specific in the concepts & ideas i have to 
address the brief. it helps me keep focus & not stray away. i can simply ask, is this feature or that something that sarah would want and buy? will 
it ease her pain? will it delight her? 

age: 28.
occupation: lawyer
lives in: bondi junction
likes: eggs benedict, chai latte
goes to yoga,  has a personal trainer,
chiropractor, gets accupuncture from 
time to time, is learning to meditate

sarah

cash rich, time poor. not ready to start 
a family just yet. haven’t found the right 
man. is starting to question if the path to 
law firm partnership is what she really 
wants. is there something more to life 
than this outward indicia of successs.

owns her own flat. is becoming tired 
with spending time searching for holiday 
packages & flights on line but also 
not happy to what travel agents have 
been recommending to her. has tried 
alternative travel tours but she still has 
to arrange flights, insurance herself.

“i’ve done a lot of traveling both in 
australia & overseas. i’ve been to places 
in most people’s list. they’re starting to 
feel the same. i’m looking for something 
that would truly surprise me, something 
that’s more than just another holiday of 
boozing & adrenalin”

PERSONA
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i have the idea of creating a for profit benefit corporation ‘conscious by design’ travel company that is run by & owned by conscious travellers. 
it is a bit like the youth hostels association (yha) system. this is to conteract the suffocating for profit pressure in hyper-corporatised travel 
companies. the company can handle conscious travel in a holistic way from the accomodation, activities, flights, insurance & everything else. 
conscious by design, the company culture would be network-based & non-hierarchichal. the next idea is yatrika samgha, an app that connects 
conscious travellers while in their daily commute for example so they can educate each other on what to do, where to go, & more importantly 
have someone to reflect with & integrate their travel experience when they come back. lastly, yatrika merch aims to make objects that reminds 
conscious travellers that travel is really an activity for the mind, objects that create meaning & arouse the curiousity & create surprise people 
rather than just being a souvenir. a memento yatrika. yatrika which in sanskrit can mean tourist, passenger, traveller, & pilgrim.

IDEAS & CONCEPTS
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- wire frame & prototype yatrika samgha
- interview travel agencies & understand 
how the business works
- research how b-corporations work
- research how network-based, flat 
organisations & holocracies work

- probe users what meaningful travel 
means to them
- deeper research into the alternative 
holidays outlined by the wgsn article
- research if there are or how many 
conscious travel companies are out there

- enrol in a travel agents course to 
understand how airline ticketing works 
& what are the regulations surrounding 
travel
- research the new air bnb experiences 
product to see if there can be synergy 
there

- engage with users to probe what kinds 
of merch they would like
- understand how to build a community 
via social networks work
- test with people if the idea of a for us 
by us conscious by design travel company 
has legs

NEXT STEPS


